Hepatic vessel segmentation using variational level set combined with non-local robust statistics.
Hepatic vessel segmentation is a challenging step in therapy guided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This paper presents an improved variational level set method, which uses non-local robust statistics to suppress the influence of noise in MR images. The non-local robust statistics, which represent vascular features, are learned adaptively from seeds provided by users. K-means clustering in neighborhoods of seeds is utilized to exclude inappropriate seeds, which are obviously corrupted by noise. The neighborhoods of appropriate seeds are placed in an array to calculate the non-local robust statistics, and the variational level set formulation can be constructed. Bias correction is utilized in the level set formulation to reduce the influence of intensity inhomogeneity of MRI. Experiments were conducted over real MR images, and showed that the proposed method performed better on small hepatic vessel segmentation compared with other segmentation methods.